
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1972 NOT IN WASHINGTON
Many people refer to the

cheese which was sent to Pentagon, world’s largest of-

President Thomas Jefferson fice building, as being inthe
by a group of Massachusetts District of Columbia but it is

admirers, actually in Arlington, Va.
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COLOSSAL CHEESE
The most famous food gift

ever sent to the White House

was the mammoth 1600-pound
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PARIS METRO

Paris began building its
Metro (subway) in 1898.
WYOMING WAS FIRST
The Wyoming territorial le-

gislature granted women the
right to vote in 1858 although
natonal suffrage for women
did not come until 1920 with

the 19th amendment to the
Constitution,
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It is easy to be critical.

The real test is to come up

with constructive alternatives.   
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A GREAT NEW GIFT IDEA
CNLY 2,000 YEARS OLD

 
The dilemma must have

originated with the first man
who. wanted to celebrate a
special occasion. What gift
could he bring home?

Perhaps a brontosauraus
steak was appropriate in pre-
historic times. But, today,
sophisticated gift shoppers
have more complex problems.
What size? What style?

Does she have one? Will it
clash with the decor?
Hardly has one gift

decision been made when
there’s need for another: to-
morrow’s birthday, next
week’s dinner party or
holiday.
Now, thousands of

shoppers find their problems
simplified as they discover
the latest ‘“‘in” gift idea — the
decorative or art candle,

Like painting and sculp-
ture, the art candle has been
notable in the long history of
decoration, but generally it
remained a European
favorite. .

Until the 60’s, art candles
here were overshadowed by
traditional candles: pillars

NOW

and tapers. Then youth move-
ments catapulted candles into
orbit as a class, including
novelty and hippie style
candles. Meanwhile, art
candles were gaining in
popularity, too, being recog-
nized as a quietly elegant gift
suitable for many occasions.
As Sylvia Robinson,

President of Foley &
Robinson and a noted
authority on gift trends, said
recently, “art candles that
achieve high levels of refine-|
ment and tastefulness are

 

quickly becoming a staple in
the gift shop inventory.” |
So great ~is this new,

demand that one firm —
Tyhar Candlecrafters of New,
York — went into business
specifically to improve on the
European art candle in
quality and design while
beating it in price.
‘Tyhar advises the wise

candle shopper to look for
three signs of quality: a ridge
around the bottom that
signifies hand crafting, color
consistency throughout the
candle, and solid, hard wax.
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SEAFOODETTE
337 SOUTH MAIN STREET

MANHETM, PEITNA.

Manheim Shopping Center

 

Delicious Szafoods

and

Other Fast Foods
 

EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING

FISH FRY
SECONDS FREE

$1.24

 

EVERY THURSDAY EVENING

CHICKEN FRY $144
SECONDS FREE

EAT IN OR TAKE OUT!

Retail & Wholesale

FROZEN SEAFOOD
 

HOURS:

DAY THRU THURSDAY — 7 AM. to 9 PM.

phi FRIDAY — 7 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SATURDAY — 8 AM, to 4 P.M.

— CLOSED SUNDAY —

PHONE 665-5131   


